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LEADER CURRICULUM 

Overview 
 
After a message on evangelism 2 weeks ago and a 
message on missions last week, this week we are going to 
be talking about discipleship. In this talk discipleship will be 
presented as the umbrella under which evangelism and 
missions are both found. Our goal to use scripture to show 
the students exactly how vital disciple making is to not only 
the furthering of Christ's Kingdom and the fulfillment of 
Christ's plan, but also to their own personal Christian 
walks.  It is our hope that the students will gain a real 
understanding of what exactly discipleship is, what 
discipleship looks like practically, and how to implement 
disciple making relationships into their own daily walk with 
Christ. 
 
 

BOTTOM LINE 
 

Making disciples is an 
important part of 
following Jesus. 

TEACHING TIPS 
 
When discussing discipleship and disciple making with the students, remember to be intentional 
about breaking the assumption that this type of student/teacher relationship is confined to a 
classroom or to a school like educational structure.  Just as The Church itself is not a building of walls 
and doors, but rather a body of believers linking arms worldwide, likewise we need to emphasize to 
the students that discipleship is not as much about learning and knowing, as it is about living and 
doing the Christian life together, side by side, and building each other up along the way. 
 



 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
 
What is discipleship? 
 
Why is discipleship important? 
 
How is discipleship more like trade-school than college? 
 
How is discipleship part of God's plan to work both in you 
AND through you? 
 
Why is pride such a dangerous thing when discipling 
somebody? 
 

APPLICATION QUESTIONS 
 
What does discipleship look like practically? 
 
What does it mean that discipleship can become a 2-way 
street? 
 
What does it mean that the person you disciple belongs to 
God, and He has entrusted them to you? 
 
Why is this important to remember? 
 
Who is it that the Lord has intentionally placed in your life, 
and how can you invite them along for the ride? 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

 
 
 
 

12/9- Mission Trip 
Student Leader  

Apps Due 
 

12/16- Christmas Party 
at the Shumake’s 

 
 


